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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

DTPC has been appointed by Michael Wells to provide transport and highway advice for the traffic 
and transportation implications associated with the proposed residential development Swainson Farm, 
Goosnargh Lane, Goosnargh site. 
 

The application relates to a site located in the urban area of Goosnargh which is a rural village to the 

NE of Preston, with access which will be developed for residential uses. 

 

In order to advise the application, this report provides information on the scope of traffic and transport 

planning aspects of the development proposals, to assist in the determination of the planning 

application. 

 

It deals solely with the proposals as provided. 

 

The scope discusses the following issues: 

 Site and Local Area 

 Existing Highway Conditions 

 Development Proposals 

 Accessibility 

 Access Considerations 

 Summary & Conclusions. 

 

This report has been prepared solely in connection with the proposed development as stated above.  

As such, no responsibility is accepted to any third party for all or any part of this report, or in 

connection with any other development 
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2. NATIONAL AND LOCAL POLICY GUIDANCE 

 

National Policy 

 

Increasing travel choice and reducing dependency on car travel is an established aim across all areas 

of government policy development, documents and guidance alongside addressing climate change 

and reducing CO2 emissions. Travel planning to date has focused on reducing single occupancy car 

use to specific destinations. Recent national guidance has broadened this, outlining the potential for 

Residential Travel Plans and addressing trips generated from individual origins (homes) to multiple 

and changing destinations. The Department for Transport (DfT) also published “Smarter Choices – 

Changing the Way We Travel” focusing on softer education and persuasive measures which are a key 

element of travel plans.  

 

National planning policy ensuring that development plans and planning application decisions 

contribute to delivery of development that is sustainable. It states that development should ensure 

environmental, social and economic objectives will be achieved together over time.  

 

It will also contribute to global sustainability, by addressing the causes and impacts of climate change, 

reducing energy use and emissions by encouraging development patterns that reduce the need to 

travel by car and impact of transporting goods as well as in making decisions in the location and 

design of development.  

 

Future of Transport 2004 

 

2004, Department for Transport (DfT) published a long-term strategy (Future of Transport White 

Paper) which examines the factors that will shape travel and transport over the next thirty years. It sets 

out how the Government will respond to the increasing demand for travel, maximising the benefits of 

transport while minimising the negative impact on people and the environment. 

 

Central to the strategy is the need to bring transport costs under control, the importance of shared 

decision making at local, regional and national levels to ensure better transport delivery, and 

improvements in the management of the network to make the most of existing capacity. 

 

National Planning Policy Framework 

 
The NPPF 2019 has replaced the previous 2012/2018 version and sets out the policy framework for 
sustainable development and supersedes the previous advice. 
 

Achieving sustainable development 

 

7. The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. 

At a very high level, the objective of sustainable development can be summarised as meeting the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

 

8. Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system has three overarching 

objectives, which are interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways (so that 

opportunities can be taken to secure net gains across each of the different objectives): 

a) an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, 

by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at 

the right time to support growth, innovation and improved productivity; and by 

identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure; 
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b) a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring 

that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of 

present and future generations; and by fostering a well-designed and safe built 

environment, with accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future 

needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural well-being; and 

c) an environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, 

built and historic environment; including making effective use of land, helping to 

improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and 

pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving to a low 

carbon economy. 

 

9. These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and implementation of plans and the 

application of the policies in this Framework; they are not criteria against which every decision can or 

should be judged. Planning policies and decisions should play an active role in guiding development 

towards sustainable solutions, but in doing so should take local circumstances into account, to reflect 

the character, needs and opportunities of each area. 

 

10. So that sustainable development is pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the Framework is a 

presumption in favour of sustainable development. 

 

11. Plans and decisions should apply a presumption in favour of sustainable 

development 

56. Planning obligations must only be sought where they meet all of the following tests
.
 

a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 

b) directly related to the development; and 

c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 
 

9 Promoting sustainable transport  

 
Cross referencing the new paragraph to 2012 version below for ease of appreciation. 

 

 
 

102. Transport issues should be considered from the earliest stages of plan-making and development 

proposals, so that:  

 

a) the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be addressed;  

b) opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and changing transport technology 

and usage, are realised – for example in relation to the scale, location or density of development that 

can be accommodated;  

c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and public transport use are identified and pursued;  

d) the environmental impacts of traffic and transport infrastructure can be identified, assessed and 

taken into account – including appropriate opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse 

effects, and for net environmental gains; and e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other 
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transport considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality 

places.  

 

103. The planning system should actively manage patterns of growth in support of these objectives. 

Significant development should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, 

through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. This can help to 

reduce congestion and emissions, and improve air quality and public health. However, opportunities to 

maximise sustainable transport solutions will vary between urban and rural areas, and this should be 

taken into account in both plan-making and decision-making.  

 

104. Planning policies should:  

 

a) support an appropriate mix of uses across an area, and within larger scale sites, to minimise the 

number and length of journeys needed for employment, shopping, leisure, education and other 

activities;  

b) be prepared with the active involvement of local highways authorities, other transport infrastructure 

providers and operators and neighbouring councils, so that strategies and investments for supporting 

sustainable transport and development patterns are aligned;  

c) identify and protect, where there is robust evidence, sites and routes which could be critical in 

developing infrastructure to widen transport choice and realise opportunities for large scale 

development;  

d) provide for high quality walking and cycling networks and supporting facilities such as cycle parking 

(drawing on Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans); 

e) provide for any large scale transport facilities that need to be located in the area, and the 

infrastructure and wider development required to support their operation, expansion and contribution 

to the wider economy. In doing so they should take into account whether such development is likely to 

be a nationally significant infrastructure project and any relevant national policy statements; and 

f) recognise the importance of maintaining a national network of general aviation airfields, and their 

need to adapt and change over time – taking into account their economic value in serving business, 

leisure, training and emergency service needs, and the Government’s General Aviation Strategy.  

 

105. If setting local parking standards for residential and non-residential development, policies should 

take into account:  

 

a) the accessibility of the development;  

b) the type, mix and use of development;  

c) the availability of and opportunities for public transport; and 

d) local car ownership levels; and e) the need to ensure an adequate provision of spaces for charging 

plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles.  

 

106. Maximum parking standards for residential and non-residential development should only be set 

where there is a clear and compelling justification that they are necessary for managing the local road 

network, or for optimising the density of development in city and town centres and other locations that 

are well served by public transport (in accordance with chapter 11 of this Framework). In town centres, 

local authorities should seek to improve the quality of parking so that it is convenient, safe and secure, 

alongside measures to promote accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists.  

 

Considering development proposals 

 

108. In assessing sites that may be allocated for development in plans, or specific applications for 

development, it should be ensured that: 

 

a) appropriate opportunities to promote sustainable transport modes can be – or have been – taken 

up, given the type of development and its location;  
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b) safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users; and  

c) any significant impacts from the development on the transport network (in terms of capacity and 

congestion), or on highway safety, can be cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree.  

 

109. Development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be an 

unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would 

be severe.  

 

110. Within this context, applications for development should:  

 

a) give priority first to pedestrian and cycle movements, both within the scheme and with neighbouring 

areas; and second – so far as possible – to facilitating access to high quality public transport, with 

layouts that maximise the catchment area for bus or other public transport services, and appropriate 

facilities that encourage public transport use;  

b) address the needs of people with disabilities and reduced mobility in relation to all modes of 

transport;  

c) create places that are safe, secure and attractive – which minimise the scope for conflicts between 

pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, avoid unnecessary street clutter, and respond to local character 

and design standards; and 

d) allow for the efficient delivery of goods, and access by service and emergency vehicles; and  

e) be designed to enable charging of plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles in safe, accessible 

and convenient locations.  

 

Adopted Central Lancashire Core Strategy 2012 

 

The adopted strategy sets out a number of key policies and statements that are relevant to the site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The policies clearly support the scheme in terms of affordable unit supply and the need to support the 

rural economy. 

 

The table sets out the potential for 8% of the housing need to be in the rural area. 
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Para 9.40 sets out the potential for home working to reduce travel needs. 

 

Rural residents in Central Lancashire have, on average, a higher level of skills compared with 

residents in neighbouring urban areas, and a greater proportion of rural residents are engaged in 

professional occupations. As this group often holds the resources to explore self employment and 

business starts, this is a significant latent business pool. It is important to both recognise this potential 

and facilitate rural economic development. Primarily this will be micro scale and experience has shown 

that many business 'start ups' can be accommodated within the home. Live/work development is an 

important enabler although the operating success of these schemes will often be dependent on the 

availability of high speed broadband internet connections. The Core Strategy will, where appropriate, 

encourage the development of incubator business units within village environments, and will 

encourage flexible or shared uses of buildings in order to safeguard local services. It will also expect 

proposals to incorporate excellent design, minimise landscape impact, and be adaptable to meet 

climate change challenges 

 

The core strategy map for the local area is shown overleaf and shows Goosnargh in relation to the 

Brought by pass. 
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Allocations MD2 will provide improved infrastructure along the D’Urton Lane route. 

 

Lancashire Local Transport Plan 2011-2021 (LTP3)  

 
The Transport Act 2000 requires all local transport authorities in England, outside London, to prepare 
Local Transport Plans. The relevant local policy documentation in the context of this Transport 
Assessment is the Third Lancashire Local Transport Plan (LTP3) 2011/21.  
 
It supports economic growth and access to employment, making the county’s roads safer for our 
children and young people, and looking after the transport infrastructure are all priorities identified in 
the new transport strategy. The new local transport plan for Lancashire is a first step in the 
commissioning and delivery of new transport schemes across the county.  
 
The plan gives support to a number of improvements to tackle congestion and bring forward new 
development. Initiatives include supporting improvements in railway infrastructure and bus services 
and providing safer streets by improving the infrastructure of residential streets, the public realm, 
addressing specific hazards and providing training and raising awareness. The plan considers that the 
introduction of 20mph zones across residential areas could significantly contribute towards increased 
road safety and bring shared benefits in terms of encouraging more people to cycle and walk.  
 
Through the LTP3, Lancashire County Council is committed to work with developers and district 
councils to influence locations for major new developments. This will concentrate around reducing the 
need to travel and securing and ensuring adequate accessibility through improvements to the 
transport networks to serve and promote new development.  
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The plan sets out a comprehensive programme of transport projects that will be implemented in a 
three year rolling programme. It identifies where the County Council intends to commit its spending to 
projects and importantly where other external funding sources are committed or will be sought.  
 

Manual for Streets 

 

Manual for Streets published in 2007 and the subsequent publication of Manual for Streets 2 -Wider 

Application of the Principles in September 2010 provide design guidance around the philosophy of 

assigning higher priority to pedestrians and cyclists. 
 

Manual for Streets sets out the following key objectives of the design of new residential 

neighbourhoods : 
 

 Encouragement of low vehicle speeds; 
 

 Creation of an environment in which pedestrians can walk, or stop to chat, without feeling 

intimidated by motor traffic; 
 

 Make it easier for people to move around; and 
 

 Promote social interaction 
 

Manual for Streets 2 builds on the philosophies set out in Manual for Streets and demonstrates 

through guidance and case studies how they can be extended beyond residential streets to 

encompass both urban and rural situations, filling the perceived gap in design advice between Manual 

for Streets and Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). 

 

Summary 

 

The overriding theme of national policy is that developments must be accessible by sustainable means 

of transport and accessible to all members of the local community.     

 

The proposed development will incorporate uses with good linkages to local facilities and infrastructure 

which will promote sustainability by reducing the number of car trips to local facilities.  

 

Furthermore there are: 

 

Pedestrian and cycle linkages to a number of locations and facilities are available, frequent public 

transport services to other major centres and interchanges, and the proposed parking provision all 

ensure that this development is as sustainable, as required in local and national policy. 
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3. SITE DESCRIPTION 

 

Site location context 

 

The site is in the village of Goosnargh, to the NE of Preston, Lancashire.  It is a rural location on the 

northern edge of the village and is shown in the mapping below.   

 

The site is to the north of Goosnargh Lane and will have a new access road leading to it.   

 

To the west of the site, Goosnargh Lane leads to Barton and connects to A6.  Barton is some 4.5km 

from the site. 

 

Heading south from the site, through the village, Church Lane leads to B5269.  The junction is about 

1km from the site.   

 

B5269 leads westwards to A6 at Broughton, some 4km from the site.  From here it is possible to head 

south to M55/M6 and Preston or north towards M6 and Lancaster. 

 

To the east of the site, B5269 leads to Longridge and Clitheroe.  Blackburn and East Lancashire can 

be reached by joining M6 and M65.   

 

 
 

Location in the Preston Area 
 

 

Site 

location 
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Location in the wider area. 
 

 
 

Location in the village of Goosnargh 
 

Site 

location 

Site 

location 
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Aerial image showing site to be developed 
 

The development will be accessed off Goosnargh Lane with a new access road being constructed on 
the northern side.   
 
Local Highway Provision 

 

The proposed site development is accessed from Goosnargh Lane with a new site access road.  Thus 
traffic arriving at this site will travel along Goosnargh Lane and the village of Goosnargh, generally via 
B5269.  The local network is a 20mph road to the east of the site. 
 
A photographic record of the approach to the site from Goosnargh Lane is provided below for 
reference.   
 
The photographs follow the route along Goosnargh Lane and Church Lane/Mill Lane. 
 

 

 
 

General view towards the site entrance, from the eastbound approach. 
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View left and right from site access location 

 

 
 

General view towards the site entrance, from the westbound approach. 
 

 
 

View towards village and 20mph location 
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View looking east along Goosnargh Lane towards the junction with Church Lane. 
 

 
 

View of the junction between Church Lane and Goosnargh Lane looking  
towards Goosnargh Lane. 

 

 
 

View looking north along Church Lane towards the junction with Goosnargh Lane. 
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View looking south along Church Lane from the junction with Goosnargh Lane. 
 

 
 

View looking west along Mill Lane towards the 20 mph approach to Goosnargh.   
(The junction with Goosnargh Lane is in the centre of the picture, to the left of the pub.) 

 

 
 

View looking west along Goosnargh Lane from the junction with Mill Lane/Church Lane. 
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The majority of the village of Goosnargh is subject to a 20 mph speed limit.  This is in force on 
Goosnargh Lane and Church Lane.  There is street lighting along Goosenargh Lane.  There are no 
parking restrictions on Goosnargh Lane and several vehicles were noted to be parking in the road 
outside houses. 
 
Near the development Goosnargh Lane is bordered by agricultural uses along its northern edge , to 
the east of the site residential properties border both sides of the road.  Many have private driveways 
but some have no parking on their properties. 
 
Goosnargh Lane itself is a single carriageway of around 6m width.  It is kerbed on both sides with a 
footway along both its northern and southern sides.  These footways are narrow in places. 
 
At the point of the site access, Goosnargh Lane is straight.  This affords good forward visibility for 
traffic on Goosnargh Lane.  For traffic likely to be exiting the access road (assuming no improvement) 
visibility to the right and left would be un-hindered by the existence of a hedge, planted at the back of 
the footway. 
 
Vehicular Traffic Observation. 
 
The area has, typically, low traffic flow with a slight increase in traffic during the peak periods.  Speeds 
within the village are observed as low due to the 20 mph speed limit, but the main through route, 
B5269 has a higher speed limit of 30 mph.   
 
The morning and afternoon peak traffic periods are short in duration, but commence earlier if people 
are travelling longer to commute to work.   
 
Traffic flows 

 
From other schemes locally traffic flows have been submitted and reviewed here. 
 
The Church Lane junction and the B5269 had been surveyed as the main junction in the village for 
movements. 
 
The flows are naturally higher however still low in comparision to a urban road.  The main line flows 
are tidal in nature. 
 

 
 
An ATC at the site access location sets out full details appendix A: 
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The surveys shows that the flows are very low with a two way flow of around 1 per minute. 
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Traffic Speeds 

 
The observations show the average speeds are lower than would be expected for a uncalmed straight 
road with national speed limit across the frontage. 
 
The 85%ile records are shown. full details Appendix B. 
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The speeds would need to be considered as part of the mitigation and calming may be required. 
 
Accident Review. 
 
The Mario accident record site uses data collected by the police about road traffic crashes occurring 
on British roads where someone is injured.  This data is approved by the National Statistics Authority 
and reported on by the Department for Transport each year.  
 
This site uses data obtained directly from official sources but compiled into an easy-to-use format 
showing each incident on a map.  
 
Incidents are plotted to within 10 metres of their location and as such, can sometimes appear to be off 
the carriageway.  Where a number of incidents occur in the same location they are grouped together.  
 
Access to the national data base has been undertaken and the resultant mapping provided for 
reference.  
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Accident information from Mario 
 
The accident information obtained from Mario shows that in the previous 5 year period there has been 
two accidents near to the site on Goosnargh Lane.  The accidents on Goosnargh Lane are shown 
below.   
 

 
 

Site 

location 
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The 2016 record near the site was slight in nature with a car and pedestrian involved, this section of 
the road does not have a path as such the new scheme would provide appropriate mitigation. 
 

 
 
Whilst any accident is regrettable there is nothing about the road environment that would suggest that 
the additional traffic resulting from the development of the site will have an adverse effect on the 
highway safety in this area.   
 
Summary 

 
The local area has a good standard of carriageway, and footway provision where required, with no 
capacity or safety issues that would have a material impact on a scheme coming forward. 
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4. EXISTING SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL OPTIONS TO THE SITE 

 

It is important to recognise that national Government guidance encourages accessibility to new 

developments by non-car travel modes. New proposals should influence the mode of travel to the 

development in terms of gaining a shift in modal split towards non car modes. 

 

The accessibility of the proposed development sites by the following modes of transport has, 

therefore, been considered: 

 

1. accessibility on foot; 

2. accessibility by cycle; 

3. accessibility by public transport; 

 

Walking  

 

The proposed development site is located within an existing rural area with a limited range of local 

land uses, services and facilities.    

 

Experience from good practice in Travel Planning development generally suggests that pedestrians 
are prepared to walk up to 2kms between home and workplace, provided that accessible footway 
routes are identified.  
 
Acceptable walking distances are indicated in the table below. 
 

 
 
The CIHT report provides guidance about journeys on foot. It does not provide a definitive view on 

distances, but does suggest a preferred maximum distance of 2000m for walk commuting trips.  

 

This is supported by the now superseded PPG 13 and the National Travel Survey which suggests that 

most walking distances are within 1.6km.  Accepted guidance states that walking is the most important 

mode of travel at the local level, supporting the above statement.   

 

The DfT identify that 78% of walk trips are less than 1km in length, (DfT Transport Statistics GB).  
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Graphical presentation of walking times and distances from the site 

 

The following table gives information on the distance from the site to local services.  Distances are 

measured from the centre of the site along routes that could be used by pedestrians.   

 

The table overleaf shows that many of the important community facilities are within the CHIT 

recommendations for walking distances.   

 

However, there is no Secondary school in the village and no employment areas, so longer distance 

travel is required to reach them. 
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Service Distance from 

site (m) 

Acceptable 

walking 

distance 

Preferred 

maximum walking 

distance 

Notes 

Bus stop 200 / 750 400 800 Bus stops on 

Goosnargh Lane and 

Church Lane. 

Primary school 500 400 800 Goosnargh 

Oliverson’s C of E 

Primary School  

Secondary school 4500 / 6500 1000 2000 Longridge / Preston 

Food shop 800 / 1000 400 800 Local shops on 

Church Lane and 

B5269 

Health Centre 1000 1000 2000 B5269 

Post Office 1000 1000 2000 Lowfield Road 

Library 4500 1000 2000 Longridge Library 

Employment 4500 / 6000  1500 2000 Longridge and 

Preston 

 

Distances to community facilities along pedestrian routes 

 

The 2km walk catchment extends to cover the whole of the village of Goosnargh and some smaller 

surrounding settlements.  There are, therefore, opportunities for residents to access a range of 

shopping, leisure, and service facilities on foot.   

 

Clearly, there is also potential for walking to form part of a longer journey for workers via bus services. 

 

In conclusion, the proposed application site can be considered as being reasonably accessible on 

foot. 

 

Cycling 

 

Historic Guidance and perceived good practice suggests: “Cycling also has potential to substitute for 

short car trips, particularly those under 5km and to form part of a longer journey by public transport” 

 

The CIHT guidance ‘Cycle Friendly Infrastructure’ (2004) states that: “Most journeys are short. Three 

quarters of journeys by all modes are less than five miles (8km) and half under two miles (3.2km) 

(DOT 1993, table 2a). These are distances that can be cycled comfortably by a reasonably fit person.” 

(para 2.3)  

 

The National Travel Survey NTS (undertaken by the DfT) has identified that a mean distance of 

between 5 – 10 kilometres is considered a reasonable travel distance between home and workplace 

by bicycle dependant on the topography.  For the purposes of this report the national guidance of 5km 

will be used. 

 

As described in historic guidance, 'Cycling also has the potential to substitute for short car trips, 

particularly those under 5 km, and form part of longer journeys by public transport'.  The 10km 

distance will cover a substantial area.   
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Journey times and distances by cycle from the site 

 

The plan displays journey distances of 5km from the site.  These represent reasonable journey 

distances by cycle for the purposes of commuting.  It can be seen that within a reasonable travel 

distance for cycling Longridge and the outskirts of Preston can be reached.  More local settlements 

are included within the catchment area. 

 

 
 

There are no dedicated cycle facilities or routes at the development frontage.   
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However, there is a route to the east and the pleasant country lanes that form potential routes to the 

site can be considered as attractive to cyclists due to their scenic nature and low traffic flows.  

However, the more direct routes are busier and much less attractive for cycle travel. 

 

Local facilities in Goosnargh village can be readily accessed from the site but higher educational and 

leisure facilities would require journeys to Longridge or Preston. 

 

In conclusion, the proposed application site can be considered as being moderately accessible by 

cycle. 

 
Travel by public transport 

 

An effective public transport system is essential in providing good accessibility to opportunities for 
work and leisure for large parts of the population. 
 
The CIHT ‘Guidelines for Planning for Public Transport in Developments’ (March 1999) set out that, in 

considering public transport provision for development, three questions need to be addressed: 

 What is the existing situation with respect to public transport provision in and around the 

development? 

 What transport provision is required to ensure that the proposed development meets national 

and local transport policy objectives? 

 Are the transport features of the development consistent with the transport policy objectives, 

and if not, can they be changed to enable the policy objectives to be achieved? (para 4.18). 

 
Bus Transport 
 
Bus services to Goosnargh and surrounding areas are limited.  There is only one service that travels 
through the village.   
 
Service 4 travels between Preston, Fulwood, Whittingham and Lonridge.  It runs through the village via 
Goosnargh Lane, Church Lane and B5269, so passes the site entrance.  The service runs during the 
week on Mondays to Saturdays but does not operate on a Sunday.   
 
There is a bus stop on Goosnargh Lane around 370m from the site entrance and another stop on 
Church Lane some 950m from the site.  There is no timetable information at the stops on Goosnargh 
Lane and no waiting facilities.   
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At Church Lane there is a stone shelter and timetable information for westbound travel but nothing for 
eastbound travel.  There are no raised kerbs to aid people with impaired movement or wheelchairs to 
access the bus at any of the stops. 
 

 

 
Local bus stops 

 

 

 
Bus information at the Church Lane stop 
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From the above information it can be seen that the development site has moderate access to the local 
bus network giving access to the area below for a 45 minute journey time.. 
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Summary 

 

In summary, therefore, the application site can be considered as being moderately accessible 

by public transport and has the potential for accessibility by sustainable travel modes, in 

accordance with planning policy guidance for rural areas.   
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5. OTHER SITE ASSESSMENTS LOCALLY 

 

Introduction 

 

The area has a number of outstanding applications that set out various parameters that can be cross 

referenced.  The approach taken is that the local area network with committed development has no 

capacity issues and thus the argument put forward is no detailed assessments undertaken. 

 

LCC have commented on the approach in terms of a lack of detailed junction assessments but agreed 

that the network has no local capacity issues that require detailed review. 

 

The following details are from sites in the local area where this approach has been taken and no 

highway objection raised. 

 

Trip rates 

 

Land south of Whittingham Road sets out for 80 units:  06/2019/0311 

 

 
 

The assessment set out: 

 

The proposed development flows are forecast to add an additional 39 PCUs to the A6 James Towers 

Way/B5629 Whittingham Lane roundabout during the AM peak and 37 PCUs during the PM peak, 

representing a 1.3% and 1.1% increase in traffic volumes at this junction in each peak hour. 

 

Similarly, the development is forecast to add an additional 25 vehicles during the AM and 23 PCUs 

(approximately 1 vehicle every 2-minutes) during the PM peak hours at the M55 Junction 1 

interchange, representing a 0.4% increase in traffic volumes at this junction during the peak hours. 

 

The development is forecast to add an additional 4 and 3 PCUs during the morning and evening peak 

hours respectively at the James Towers Way/A6 Garstang Road junction, equating to 1 PCU every 15 

– 20 twenty minutes during each peak hour, representing a 0.2% increase in traffic at this junction 

during the AM and PM peak hours. 

 

Given the minimal impact of the proposals, no further consideration of the surrounding highway 

network has been undertaken. 

 

As such, and in light of the small-scale nature of the proposals, no detailed analysis has 

been undertaken as part of this Transport Statement. 

 

The impact at all junctions is less than 30 two-way trips, again with the exception of the James Towers 

Way/A6 Garstang Road junction which shows impacts of 32 and 30 two-way trips in the AM and PM 

peaks respectively. 

https://selfservice.preston.gov.uk/service/planning/ApplicationView.aspx?AppNo=06/2019/0311&Id1=20190601112840665a26633d827a4b
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It is considered that such increases are within the normal variation of daily traffic flows and will not 

result in a material change to traffic conditions. Furthermore, the DfT’s document entitled ‘Guidance on 

Transport Assessments’ includes some suggested thresholds in respect to traffic impact and at 

Appendix B, the document states that formal assessment of a junction may not be required for 

developments which would typically generate fewer than 30 two-way additional trips. 
 

It is therefore considered that the predicted level of traffic can be accommodated onto the local 

highway network. 

 

On that basis, it can be assumed that the impact of the proposals on the local highway network would 

be minimal and, in any event, could not be considered to be severe. 

 

Land at Bushells Lane 149 units: 06/2018/0884 

 

 
 

 
 

The assessment set out: 

 

Section of Road Traffic Impact from the Proposed Development  

(Total 2-way Traffic Flow : Vehicles) 

Weekday A.M. Peak Hour  

(0800 – 0900 hrs.) 

Weekday P.M. Peak Hour  

(1700 – 1800 hrs.) 

Mill Lane 

(east of proposed site 

access) 

5 5 

Mill Lane 

(west of proposed site 

access) 

53 34 
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Goosnargh Lane 20 18 

Church Lane  

(north of proposed site  

entry access) 

33 16 

Church Lane  

(south of proposed site  

entry access) 

49 46 

Whittingham Lane  

(west of Church Lane  

junction) 

38 35 

Whittingham Lane  

(east of Church Lane  

junction) 

11 11 

 

Table 11 : Traffic Impact from the Proposed Residential Development 

during the Weekday Peak Periods  

6.3 Table 11 shows that the traffic impact of the proposed residential development will low on the 

local highway network with less than 1 additional vehicle per minute on all the local roads. The existing 

highway network has a high level of traffic capacity and the additional traffic will not create any 

significant traffic delays. 

 

Overall, the proposed residential development will have a low traffic impact on the local highway 

network. The proposed development will also have a low traffic impact on the wider highway network 

including at the roundabout junction of Whittingham Lane and the A6 Broughton Bypass and at the 

Junction 1 roundabout of the M55 at Broughton. The proposed development will increase traffic flows 

at these junctions by approximately 30 vehicles during the weekday peak hours which corresponds to 

approximately 1 additional vehicle at these intersections every 2 minutes. 

 

Summary 

 

The approach taken is that the local area is accessible in nature, the local network has no capacity 

related issues or safety concerns and that the Jct 1/A6 area will have minimal impact from the 

schemes. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT 

 

Development Proposals 

 

The Swainson Farm developed area has been designed to provide 40 units with associated parking 

and landscape.  

 

The architect drawings give full details. 

 

 
 

Layout 

 

Access 

 

The new access route into the site with a road of 5.5m and a footpath along the both sides. 

 

This is shown in more detail below with the footpath extended.  Reference to MFS indicates that 5.5m 

width can accommodate a car and hgv to pass each other safely.   

 

The access will form the basis of the application access. 

 

Sight line 

 

The road has a 60mph speed limit which would give 215m sight lines however the sight lines based on 

the speed survey undertaken and DMRB guidance, for 38/41mph would require 97m to the right and 

108m to the left sight lines.  
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Abstracts of the access drawing are shown overleaf and in full on the drawing J1062 access fig 1. 
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Car parking 

 

The adopted parking policy for residential uses is set out below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE GOVERNMENT has given local planning authorities more leeway to set maximum parking 
standards in new developments in the final version of the updated National Planning Policy Frame-
work (NPPF) for England.  Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MoHCLG) said: 
"The approach to parking standards remains that minimum or maximum standards may be set locally, 
but with maximum standards requiring particular justification, considering the effect that limits on 
spaces can have on on-street parking.  "However, the text has been amended to recognise that such 
justification may exist in accessible locations where it is appropriate to optimise densities (in line with 
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new policies on making effective use of land), as well as where it is necessary for managing the local 
road network." 
 

The site will deliver 2 spaces as an average for the units according with policy.   

 

Swept paths 

 
The internal routes will be designed to accommodate access for refuse and fire tender as appropriate. 
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7. TRIP GENERATION, TRAFFIC FLOWS AND ASSESSMENTS 

 

Census data 

 

Access has been made to the local 2011 data. 

 

 

Car ownership 

 

Car or Van Availability (QS416EW) E00128307   

  
Output 
Area   

All Households 62 % 

No Cars or Vans in Household 4 6 

1 Car or Van in Household 15 24 

2 Cars or Vans in Household 27 44 

3 Cars or Vans in Household 12 44 

4 or More Cars or Vans in Household 4 6 

All Cars or Vans in Area 123 198 

 
The area is car dependant as expected given the rural location however the use of the car needs to be 

understood further. 
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The census shows less people not working than the wider area, more working from home but overall 

car use is higher than the wider area. 

 

Background traffic growth 

 

From review of the TA for the NW Preston masterplan the following growth scenario was set out. 

 

The future model runs assumed general growth in traffic based on the Department for Transport’s 

“Road Transport Forecasts 2011”, with specific estimates of the LDF housing and development 

proposals based on trip rates contained in the HA’s PENELOPE software. The assessment produced 

a Do Minimum scenario and two test scenarios. The growth in traffic tested was around a 15% 

increase car trips during the morning and evening peak hours, together with a 58% increase in light 

goods vehicle (LGV) trips and a 20% increase in heavy goods vehicle (HGV) trips. 

 

Clearly the growth does not include the masterplan development sites and thus relates to the wider 

area of which Goosnargh forms a part. 

 

Proposed Residential Development Trips 

The generalised trip levels have been reviewed to provide an alternative view of car usage based on 
location from TRICS data. 

For ease based on previous submitted work for the Seddon Goosnargh Road site the AM/PM private 
trip rates are set out below abstracted from the TA submitted. 

 

 

For the 40 private units this equates to: 

 

Peak 

Period 

TRICS Vehicle Trip 

Rate Data 

Derived Number of 

Vehicle Trips Based 

on 40 Dwellings 

 

Arr Dep Arr Dep Two way 

AM 0.153 0.438 6 18 24 

PM 0.41 0.266 16 11 27 

 

The other sites in the area set out in chapter 4 have set out lower trips rates which average  

Peak 

Period 

TRICS Vehicle Trip 

Rate Data 

Derived Number of 

Vehicle Trips Based 

on 40 Dwellings 

 

Arr Dep Arr Dep Two way 

AM 0.147 0.359 6 14 20 

PM 0.308 0.152 12 6 18 

 

The alterntive trips rates show lower flows and these are accepeted by highways. 
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Assessment 

 

Irrespective of the site being considered as part of the wider background growth which takes on board 

the policy in the masterplan review set out in chapter 2 where housing is allocated in the rural area but 

not site specific an assessment of the trips as a standalone new trips has been carried out. 

 

The approved Seddon scheme 6/2016/1039 set out a methodology to support the scheme. 

 

The plan overleaf shows the wider area and the site location.  It shows that the traffic from the site has 

7 routes to use to and from work based activities in the peak periods. 

 

These trips will have a choice of the A6 or D’Urton Lane into the North Preston area. 

 

The flows will reduce across the network as the flow are distributed and it is highly likely that the flows 

at the A6/jct 1 will be well below the 30 two way threshold and thus de minimus in nature. 

 

 
 

To ascertain the direction flows the 4 junctions shown were surveyed giving a % split for the site trips 
onto the network and the accumulated trips at the SE Langley Lane/B5269 junction heading to 
Preston.  
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The OD matrix of the survey sets out the flows and % trips to and from the B5269 and thus towards 

or away from the A6 corridor. 

These are set out below. 

 

 
Based on an hourly rate the AM would have: 
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AM 8 to 9.00 to equate to the trip period would be IN (destination) 23%, OUT (origin) 30.5%; PM 17 to 

18.00 to equate to the trip period would be IN (destination) 40%, OUT (origin) 34%  

 

Using the derived trips rates sets out the following tips to and from the A6. 

 

Peak 

Period 

Derived Number of 

Vehicle Trips Based 

on 40 Dwellings 
 

Assigned flows 

Arr Dep % in % out From A6 To A6 

AM 6 18 23 30.5 1 6 

PM 16 11 40 34 6 4 

 

The flows indicate 7 two way AM and 10 two way PM. 

 

The flows would have the choice of using the A6/M55 junction or the Durton Road route, thus the 

impact on the Jct 1 would be further reduced. 
 
Assuming a robust 2/3 and 1/3 split with the higher flows to Jct 1 the trips along the A6 would thus be 
reduced to 5 two way AM and 7 two way PM. 
 

The alternative trips rates used in the area are lower thus further reducing the impacts on the wider 

area. 

 

The Department for Transport’s publication entitled “Guidance on Transport Assessment” (GTA) dated 
March 2007 sets out the criteria for assessing new development.  At Appendix B of the GTA it is 
confirmed that developments under 50 residential units do not need to be assessed.  At paragraph 
4.92 GTA states that  
  
"For the avoidance of doubt, the 1994 Guidance regarding the assessment thresholds of 10 percent 
and 5 percent levels of development traffic relative to background traffic is no longer an acceptable 
mechanism....". 
  
However, GTA does suggest that a threshold of 30 two-way trips may be appropriate for identifying the 
level of impact below which the need for a formal assessment may not be needed.  
 
Indeed, it is generally the HA's approach to apply the 30 two-way trips threshold as that below which 
operational assessments are not required for the trunk road network. It is concluded that, in the 
specific case of this TS, and the absence of any other guidance, the '30 two-way trip threshold' should 
be adopted as the basis of a materiality test of traffic impact for the study junctions. 
 

The 27 in the PM peak for the full site is below the 30 two way trip threshold and equates to 1 per 2 

minutes, a level that would not be noticed on site, these reduce at the next junction on the network. 
 

Jct 1 M55/A6 junction 

 

The historic position of LCC to say no additional trips on the junction has recently been softened and 

recent committee reports set out the following stance. 

 

“The Framework states that development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if 

the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. To date County Highways 

cannot evidence their concern relating to network capacity. Furthermore, they have indicated that their 

investigation may reveal spare capacity that could provide opportunities for further development. In 

such circumstances, the Council can not substantiate a reason for refusal and there is no reason to 

delay the determination of the application based on currently unsubstantiated concerns that County 

Highways have indicated may in any event fall away”. 
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Application Number: 06/2018/1297 to Preston council 5
th
 May committee report sets out the following 

reply. 

 

“County Highways advise that whilst the submitted TA includes a traffic assessment for local junctions 

in Broughton, it does not assess the wider highway network, specifically Junction 1 of the M55. 

However, County Highways consider that the level of trips generated by the proposed development 

would have a minimal impact on the adjacent local highway network, therefore it is considered the 

impacts on the highway network in the village of Broughton could not be considered as severe. 

Furthermore, following the completion of the long-awaited traffic modelling at Junction 1 of the 

M55, County Highways are satisfied there will be capacity at this junction for this scale of 

development. As such, County Highways raise no objection to the submitted application on expected 

traffic capacity impacts”. 

 

The site has little or no impact locally. 

 

Impact During Construction 

 

The development of the site will provide an element of HGV traffic during construction. Whilst this is 

unavoidable, movements will be restricted, where appropriate, to hours that would not cause undue 

disturbance to the local area. 
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8. SUMMARY 

 

The site is located on the edge of the urban area.  The surrounding area has a range of facilities and 

attractions to serve the residents needs within walk and cycle distance. 

 

There are no local highway capacity or safety issues along the road frontage. 

 

The site access improvement meets the sites needs and allows 2 way car based flows. 

 

The trips derived shows the site will generate low traffic flows towards the A6 corridor and have no 

discernible impact on the network. 

 

It is considered there are no transport or highway reasons that would prevent the site from being taken 

forward for the residential based development. 
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